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The Farabaugh Prize
For High Scholarship in Law
Established by Gallitzin A. Farabaugh of South Bend, attorney-at-law

Recipients

1927 – Luther T. Swygert
1928 - Alvin F. Hans
1929 - Donald Stephan Baldwin
1930 - Walter Richard O'Malley
1931 - Vernon John Freed
1932 - Joseph Alfred Moran
1976 – Thomas L. Schoaf
1977 – Mary E. Woytek
1978
1979 – Janet L. Miller
1980 – Timothy J. Carey, Harold F. Moore
1981 – Cameron J. Rains
1982 – Donald J. Ehinger
1983 – Robert W. Faris
1984 – Frank M. Peraino
1985 – Louis J. Weber, III
1986 – Thomas A. Clements, Thomas E. Lange
1987 – Timothy J. Ryan
1988 – Lauretta K. Murphy
1989 – Christopher J. Shine
1990 – George P. McCarthy
1991 – Christopher M. Kelly, James M. Lewis
1992 – Michael N. Chesney
1993 – Richard M. Rolwing, Michelle J. Stahl
1994 – Stuart G. Parsell
1995 – Thomas Arthur Clare, Mark Migliaccio, Stephen Patrick Mullery III
1996 – John Thomas Perugini
1997 – Anne Malarkey, Nora Elizabeth Pistey
1998 – Jean Marie Wilson
1999 – Travis F. Jackson
2000 – Darren Patrick O’Neill
2001 – Christian David Hammel Schultz
2002 – Julie Annette Hoffman
2003 – Michael Marc Wolz
2004 – Daniel Kelly Storino
2006 – Travis Hugh Mallen
2007 – Brian Earnest Foster, Matthew Michael Killen
2008 – Andrew James Soukup
2009 – Sheryn E. Alexander
2010 – Emily Marie Rector
2011 – Brighid Anne Burns
2012 – John Clay Sullivan
2013 – Kyle William Ubl
2014 – Brian Patrick Fox
2015 – Wesley F. Harward
2016 – Rachel Lynn
2017 – Alexa Rae Baltes